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作为 RBF 网络径向基函数的中心和宽度；RBF 网络中隐层到输出层的连接
权值采用 小二乘法来确定。仿真结果表明，混合网络模型的估计值与实


















Self-organizing feature maps neural network, proposed by professor 
Kohonen, who is a neural network’ expert of Finland, has received more and 
more attention, because the network has the nature of topology preservation and 
probability distribution. The SOFM network, belonging to unsupervised 
artificial neural network models, adjusts its weight vectors adaptively according 
to the input samples through self-organizing mapping of neuron on compete 
layer. The SOFM network has been used as a tool for mapping high-dimensional 
into a two dimensional feature map. 
In the paper，a modified algorithm for SOFM neural network was presented. 
In this algorithm, the samples were ordered at random for improving the 
learning efficiency, expert experience and actual state were considered using 
training weight vectors. The Gauss neighborhood function replaced the square 
or circular function, and different descending functions of learning rate and 
neighborhood width were used in two learning periods. The hybrid of the SOFM 
algorithm and LVQ algorithm can implement the supervised learning of the 
SOFM network. Simulation experiments indicate that the network can recognize 
numeral symbols (0~9) and English characters, and gain better benefit when the 
symbols and characters are polluted. 
 Then, an improved genetic algorithm was presented in the paper, which was 
introduced to network optimization for overcoming the limitation of the 
conventional SOFM network. Basing of the above idea, a new structural 
adapting self-organizing feature network model was proposed. In this model, we 
treated each neuron as individual of the evolutionary population and construct 
the following operators: growing operator, pruning operator and stochastic 
growing operator. In the algorithm, we selected the total error of neuron each 














deleted adaptively according the value of fitness function until there wasn’t any 
change of neuron on output layer. Simulation experiments indicate that the 
structural adaptive network has better performance than the conventional SOFM 
network. 
 Lastly, a hybrid model of SOFM and RBF neural networks was stated in the 
paper. In this model, the SOFM neural network, as a cluster network, performed 
unsupervised learning and the output nodes were transmitted to the hidden nodes 
in the RBF network as the centers of RBF activation function, as a result one to 
one correspondence relationship was realized between the output nodes in 
SOFM and the hidden nodes in RBF network. The RBF network, as a basic 
network, performed the nonlinear mapping from input nodes to hidden nodes 
using Gauss function and linear mapping from hidden nodes to output nodes 
using supervised learning algorithm. Basing on the research above, the model of 
soft-sensor of gasoline end point was constructed. The simulations’ results on 
the estimation of the gasoline end point are shown to prove that this model has 
good performance. 
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TS-SOFM(Tree Structured SOFM )[4]是Koikkalainen P.提出的，其网络结
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结构自适应自组织神经网络(Structural Adapting Self-Organizing Neural 









































































贵等人提出了一种自组织过程神经元网络(Self-organizing Process Neural 
Network, SOPNN)模型[11]。SOPNN为两层结构，由输入层和竞争层组成，
输入层结点与竞争层结点实行全互连接，其输入和连接权可为与时间有关
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